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LCDR Jamie Gatz
U.S. Coast Guard Mobility and Ice 

Operations Division 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coast Guard headquarters is located just across the road from Joint Base Anacostia Boiling
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CG-DCO 
Deputy Commandant for Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where we fall in the hierarchy of Coast Guard Headquarters.Vice Admiral Daniel AbelRear Admiral Richard TimmeSES Mr. Michael EmersonGS-15 Mr. Rajiv KhandpurWithin WWM   WWM-1 Waterways Policies and Activities (basically anything that facilitates commerce) Encompasses many missionsWWM-2 Great lakes pilotageWWM-3 Polar and domestic ice operations
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Domestic Ice Operations

Polar Ice Operations

International Ice Patrol

LCDR James Gatz

CDR Chris Tuckey

CDR Kristen Serumgard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Mobility and Ice Operations division we have 2 people right now to manage Polar Icebreaking Domestic Ice operations.Polar Icebreaking is managed by CDR Chris Tuckey, currently deployed ISO Operations Deep Freeze in Antarctica.Domestic Icebreaking, which includes the international ice patrol, is managed  by LCDR Jamie Gatz.There is serious interest and effort being put into growing the division. The DHS Appropriations included monies to stand up a Domestic Icebreaking acquisition program for more assets.Additionally, there is serious work being done to frame out a much larger Polar Program ISO the PSC’s being acquired.The International Ice Patrol is a separate operational unit that has close ties to the Canadian Ice Services, NOAA and U.S. Navy at the U.S. National Ice Center and are all part of a group called the North American Ice Service that focuses on North American Ice hazards and supporting the maritime community. Operated out of New London, CT.
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 Direct and supervise strategic Policy management for 
Polar and Domestic Ice Operations 

 Coordinate affiliated headquarters office, Area, District, 
and ice operations unit participation in overall ice 
operations mission management improvement efforts

 Facilitate relations with appropriate agencies and non 
governmental organizations to improve  ice operations 
mission performance and management

Functions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does that mean??Not sure, but it sounds good.Basically, we have programmatic oversight of anything in, around or related to ice…………..where the CG has an interest or jurisdiction.
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Arctic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Polar operations for our shop requires us to pay attention to quite a large area. As you can see here.  A large portion of the arctic territory is not U.S. territory, but implications of it’s increased use, due to the decrease in ice coverage, does effect U.S. territorial waters and thus the Coast Guard’s workload.In addition; Regression of the ice edge will also allow more access to the U.S. arctic areas for tourism and increased exploitation of resources.The Coast Guard utilizes a combination of many surface and air assets to carry out our statutory missions in the U.S. arctic.  As you all know, we also support science, primarily with the CGC HEALY.(The official definition adopted by the United States government is described in Section 112 of the Arctic Research and Policy Act of 1984 as “all United States foreign territory north of the Arctic Circle and all United States territory north and west of the boundary formed by the Porcupine, Yukon, and Kuskokwim Rivers; all contiguous seas, including the Arctic Ocean and the Beaufort, Bering, and Chukchi Seas; and the Aleutian chain.”)The U.S. Arctic encompasses some 2,521 miles of shoreline, an international strait adjacent to the Russian Federation, and 647 miles of land border with Canada above the Arctic Circle (66.34) North. The U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in the Arctic contains approximately 889,000 square miles of ocean. The closest Coast Guard Air Station to the Arctic is located in Kodiak, AK, approximately 820 nautical miles south of Utqiagvik, AK, which is nearly the same distance as from Boston, MA to Miami, FL.
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Antarctic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Antarctic is obviously not U.S. territorial waters and there fore we aren’t there to exercise Coast Guard authorities per say, but we have an important mission.  Why are we there?? Well…..The Coast Guard provides support to the national science foundation when requested.  This not only includes needs in the arctic, but the Antarctic… though the focus of those activities are often quite different.Primarily the Coast Guard provides a service to NSF which facilitates the resupply of McMurdo science station each summer. The only U.S. Icebreaker capable of performing this mission.And …. As you can see on this map, many countries claim territory here and operate under the articles of the 1959 Antarctic treaty. (There were 12 original signatories (since 1959, 42 other countries acceded to the treaty)Important wording in the treaty “Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only”  Having a active and influential presence in Antarctica helps to reinforce the peaceful efforts here.  One important way to have an active and influential presence is with a surface asset and the U.S. coast guard currently possesses the only U.S. heavy icebreaker, POLAR STAR. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently the USCG’s polar Icebreaking fleet actually contains three vessels, only two operationally ready.HEALY and POLAR STAR, which were previously mentioned (returned to operations it 2013) And the Polar Sea , She was commissioned in 1978 and has been in “Caretaker” status for a few years now.  She will not be reactivated.(International Association of Classification Society (IACS) designation utilized for Polar Class capabilitiesPC1: Year around operation in all Polar WatersPC2: Year around operation in moderate mulit-year ice conditionsPC3: year around operation in second-year ice which may include multi year ice inclusionsPC4: Year around operation in thick first-year ice which may include old ice inclusionsPC5: Year-round operation in medium first year ice which may include old ice inclusionsPC6: Summer/autumn operation in medium first-year ice which may include old ice inclusionsPC7: Summer/autumn operation in thin first-year ice which may include old ice inclusions)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Healy is a medium icebreaker commissioned in 2000, It is used as an Arctic Research Vessel in support of National Science Foundation. Healy sails with a NOAA Officer and member of the U.S. National Ice Center ice specialist onboard. Healy just returned home at the beginning of November from Arctic West Science (AWS) 2019.   I have a couple of pictures on the next couple of slides.HEALY will go through a Major Maintenance Availability in the near future (possibly beginning 2026, still remains to be determined) which will ensure she is available for another 10 to 15 years.  (It is possible that she will break up her availability over two years to mitigate the impact to her Arctic mission) (Polar Class 3 (PC3) PC3: year around operation in second-year ice which may include multi year ice inclusions)(420’ / 16,165 tons / 21,500 nm range / 12 kts cruise / 30,000 SHP / 4.5 ft @ 3 kts / 8 ft B & R / built 2000 )
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Arctic West Science (AWS) 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marine Science Technicians (MST’s) oversee the offload of supplies from Healy to an ice station. Healy established two science stations on ice this year, which are home to sensors which will drift with the ice and monitor its changes throughout the winter.Photo credit: ENS Trevor LaymanShe is scheduled to be underway in July for AWS 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
POLAR STAR is the only U.S. heavy icebreaker. Commandant has dedicated her to Operation Deep Freeze (ODF), breaking out McMurdo science station to allow resupply. POLAR STAR typically departs dry dock in the fall and then conducts workups in preparation for the next ODF, departing in November or December for the 120ish day operation.  Upon return from ODF, she basically goes right back into dry dock in preparation for the next year’s ODF mission. She will go through a Service Life extension Program (SLEP) drydock in Fiscal year 21, 22, and 23 which will extend her service life to approximately 2027 to ensure there is no capability GAP as the Polar Security Cutter becomes operational Because she is the only heavy icebreaker, we will split the SLEP up into 3 different segments to ensure she is available for ODF each year.  She is actually about to depart for ODF 2020, which will be her 6th or 7th consistent year breaking out McMurdo for resupply.(PC 1) PC1: Year around operation in all Polar Waters(399’ length x 82’ beam x 36’ draft/ 13334 tons/ 28,274nm range/13kt cruise/ 60,000 SHP/ 6ft @ 3kts / 21 ft B & R / built 1976) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
House Resolution 1158 included Long Lead Time Materials for Polar Security Cutter #2. (Homeland Security Appropriations – Passed)Coast Guard AuthoriThis picture is conceptual.   Not sure what the final design will look like.   CG and Navy Integrated Program office  awarded a $745 million fixed-price incentive-firm contract on April 24, 2019 to VT halter marine.  PSC project Resident Office (PRO) stood up in September down in Pascagoula, Mississippi.   This unit manages PSC production on site for the Coast Guard. (The PRO monitors budget, schedule and contract performance to ensure successful program execution) -Construction of the PSC should begin in 2021 with a planned delivery of the first one in 2024. -Our goal is to have 3 heavy and 3 medium. That is based on a recent High Latitude Mission Analysis Report (6:3;1.  translates to 6 overall PSC’s.  At least 3 heavy and one now) The Coast Guard would like six new PSCs to ensure national year-round access to the ------polar regions and to provide self-rescue capability.-Their primary focus will be defense readiness, ice operations and ports, waterways, and coastal security,  though they will be able to support science equipment installation at a later date, if and when that decision is made…… Meaning they will be built with the SPACE, WEIGHT, and POWER to support science missions, but will not initially be outfitted with science equipment on board  (They will be built with Sturctural support in the right areas and a hull design witch would allow equipment to be installed later if they were to be equipped to conduct science missions.)zation Act of 2019 has not passed.
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- HEALY
- POLAR STAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The Current MOU for the NIC was signed in July 2010.  Per the MOU the Coast Guard Provides the NIC with: One analyst to support the NIC, Sea ice and weather reports from CG vessels on High Latitude Cruises.The IIP provides (as part of the CG) Iceberg monitoring data, data from flight operations, and operational modelsThe CG also provides space aboard USCG Icebreakers ISO of Arctic missions for NIC personnel
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QUESTIONS??
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